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ABSTRACT
We are approaching a world, where the CPU merely orchestrates a plethora of specialized devices such as accelerators, RDMA NICs, or non-volatile memory (NVM). Such devices operate by mapping their internal memory directly into an application’s address space for fast, low-latency access. With the latency of modern I/O devices low enough to make traditional system calls a performance bottleneck, kernel interaction has no place on the data path of microsecond-scale systems. However, kernel bypass prevents the OS from controlling and supervising access to the hardware.

This paper tries to make a step back by bringing the OS to the critical path again, but with a reduced performance penalty. We pick up on previous ideas for reducing the cost of kernel interaction and propose two new concepts: the fastcall space, a new layer in the traditional OS architecture that hosts specialized and quickly accessible OS functions called fastcalls. Fastcalls can stay on the critical path of a microsecond-scale application because the invocation of fastcall-space functionality is up to 15 times faster than calling kernel functions from user space. We present and evaluate a prototype implementation of the fastcall framework and thereby show how much the overhead of calling into privileged mode can be reduced while using standard CPU features.

1 INTRODUCTION
Today, the operating system kernel is isolated from user applications by the tight barrier of CPU privilege levels, shielding the kernel from the user for security and safety reasons. In a traditional system, user applications have to cross this barrier by invoking system calls, e.g. for sending a network packet. However, modern I/O devices are so fast that the transition between user and kernel mode makes up for a significant share of the overall I/O latency [27, 48].

Accessing devices through the system call layer can be slow for two reasons: First, performing a system call incurs a considerable performance penalty for the privilege transition, aggravated by mitigations against speculation-based side-channel attacks. This aspect alone adds up to 300 ns (see Section 4) to the datacenter tax [19, 37] for each system call invocation. The latency of a high-end InfiniBand NIC can be as low as 600 ns [36], making system calls prohibitively expensive on the critical path of applications [4, 37, 50]. Second, the hot path in OS kernels like Linux [28] can be long and include several latency-inflating asynchronous calls that require multiple intra-kernel context switches.

Kernel-bypass architectures remove these performance pitfalls by mapping devices directly into user applications [4, 16, 27, 37, 48]. But these architectures also remove devices from the control of the OS and thus rely on the hardware to offer an extended feature set.

For instance with kernel-less networking stacks like RDMA, the NIC needs to provide features like multi-tenancy, QoS guarantees [20], connection tracking [14], or live migration [39] to provide the same functionality as OS kernels do. For devices lacking such support, kernel bypass requires the application to be trusted with full device access, which is viable only for a subset of infrastructure software. Moreover, the implementation of complex features in hardware increases both the cost of the device as well as the time-to-market for new features [1, 6].

To reconcile the goals of performance and OS control, we introduce the fastcall space, a layer within the OS that hosts fastcalls; functions for fast and supervised device access by user applications. Fastcalls are small code snippets tailored to specific use cases. They represent shortcuts of privileged operations and offer user programs efficient access to the hardware while keeping the OS in control. Fastcalls implement user logic, but are verified and trusted by the OS to adhere to the OS-forced policies. In this aspect, fastcalls are similar to concepts like UDFs in the Exokernel architecture [7].

The fastcall space (see Figure 1) is a domain within a privileged CPU mode. In contrast to the kernel space, the fastcall space is not protected by software-based side channel mitigations [44], making the invocation of fastcalls faster than the invocation of system calls. However, this imposes some limitations on fastcalls, like not being able to access sensitive kernel information for security reasons. Our prototype implementation of fastcalls shows the minimal overhead for calling privileged functions on several CPU types, demonstrating the applicability of our concept. We conclude with an outlook on possible use cases for fastcalls.

2 THE FASTCALL ARCHITECTURE
Fastcalls provide a low-latency alternative to system calls by minimizing the transition overhead between user space and fastcall space. Moreover, each fastcall implements only the fast path of an application-specific use case, like sending a network packet of a pre-defined protocol type and with a fixed destination address.
Fastcalls trade off the generality as well as some of the security of system calls for a faster implementation of privileged operations. This section describes the overall design principles of fastcalls.

**The Fastcall Space.** The main design goal for fastcalls is to incur minimal latency overhead when invoking them. To this extent, the code of a fastcall function is very simple and highly application-specific. Hence, similar to user spaces, each process in the system has its private fastcall space.

A fastcall has to securely enforce OS policies, so the user application must not be able to manipulate a fastcall’s code or data. Using modern CPU models, this isolation is achieved by making the fastcall code accessible from within a privileged CPU mode only. The hardware forces the user to enter this privileged mode through fixed entry points defined by the OS. Unlike the standard code path for entering an OS kernel, a transition to the fastcall space always omits software-based side-channel mitigations to lower the overhead of fastcalls.

For the current implementation of the fastcall framework, the fastcall space lives in the standard kernel CPU mode. However, this is not by design. For instance, Apple’s recent M1 CPU architecture introduces GXF, an alternative set of privilege levels orthogonal to traditional CPU modes [38]. We currently explore whether such features allow for the implementation of the fastcall space as well.

**The Life Cycle of a Fastcall.** When a process spawns, its fastcall space is empty; the application has no access to any fastcall. As shown in Figure 2, applications may issue requests to a fastcall provider for getting access to fastcall functions (step 1). A fastcall provider is a kernel component that generates the code of fastcall functions ad hoc and maps it into the fastcall space of the requesting process (step 2).

For example, in a scenario with high performance demands, an application could use fastcalls for issuing network packets to a NIC. To this extent, the user process applies for a suitable fastcall function at the fastcall provider using an interface specific for the respective use case. The code generated by the provider can contain OS-defined policies like a check that an application-generated network packet header contains only a permitted destination IP address.

Together with the fastcall code, the provider also maps resources, which the fastcall needs for its work, into the fastcall space of the target application. In our example, such a resource might be an MMIO window to communicate directly with the NIC.

Since device resources that are associated with fastcalls are only accessible from within the fastcall space, all operations of an application that affect these resources have to pass through the trusted fastcall code before reaching a device (steps 3 – 5). If an application invokes a fastcall using parameters that do not comply with the OS policies defined in this particular fastcall (like sending a network packet to an arbitrary address), the fastcall function denies the operation and returns to user space. The application can then either modify its request or invoke the standard OS stack by issuing a regular system call.

**Security Considerations.** As stated before, the entry procedure to the fastcall space omits software-based side channel mitigations to speed up the transition from user space. In particular, the fastcall space resides in the same virtual address space as the application and is not protected by measures like KPTI. Thus, while applications cannot change any data inside the fastcall space, in the presence of side-channel vulnerabilities like Meltdown [29], they can effectively read the data. So the fastcall space must not contain any information that should be kept secret from a user application.

Fastcall functions do not interact with the OS kernel in any way. A fastcall provider must verify that the code of a fastcall neither accesses kernel data nor calls any kernel functions. On systems that use a separate address space for their kernel, there is a strong isolation between fastcall space and kernel space. So fastcalls must be self-contained as, for security reasons, calling user functions is forbidden as well.
This section describes the implementation of fastcalls for the Linux kernel. The fastcall provider adds it to the fastcall table of the calling process. Our implementation, fastcall providers are loadable kernel modules that interact with the fastcall infrastructure built into the modified Linux kernel. In essence, the presented design enables fastcalls to perform privileged operations without fully entering the kernel, which results in reduced latency compared to system calls. Even in the presence of currently known side-channel attacks, an application cannot interfere with or actively manipulate memory in the fastcall space. Therefore fastcalls are safe even when facing malicious user applications.

3 IMPLEMENTATION

This section describes the implementation of fastcalls for the Linux kernel [28] on the x86-64 architecture. Figure 3 presents a high-level view of this particular implementation. The per-process fastcall space hosts all facilities relevant for executing fastcalls: For each fastcall registered with a process, the fastcall table contains an entry with the metadata needed for executing the respective fastcall function. In addition to a pointer to the code of a fastcall function, a fastcall table entry comprises auxiliary data like configuration parameters or pointers to memory regions associated with a fastcall.

Besides a fastcall table, the fastcall space hosts a memory region shared with the user application for exchanging data that is too large to fit into CPU registers. If required by the fastcall function, the fastcall space can also hold device memory mappings and fastcall-private memory pages (e.g. for locks and counters). Fastcall functions written in C also require a stack. All operations in fastcall space run in the privileged mode of the CPU (ring 0), so fastcalls have privileges similar to the kernel and fastcall space memory is not accessible from user mode. To avoid concurrency issues, there is one dedicated stack per CPU and interrupts remain disabled during the fastcall execution.

The left side of Figure 3 shows the creation of a fastcall: An application requests access to fastcalls from a fastcall provider. In our implementation, fastcall providers are loadable kernel modules that interact with the fastcall infrastructure built into the modified kernel. If the application is authorized to use the requested fastcall, the fastcall provider adds it to the fastcall table of the calling process.

The right side of Figure 3 shows the invocation of a fastcall and Figure 4 provides a low-level view of the entry procedure. We use the standard system call interface of x86-64 (syscall) and assign a new system call number to fastcalls. To minimize latency, fastcalls are distinguished from standard system calls right at the kernel entry point. If the entry routine detects a fastcall, control flow is forwarded to the fastcall dispatcher. The dispatcher locates the requested fastcall function via the fastcall table and executes it.

Fastcalls do not include the overhead of typical operations that the kernel performs on system call entry and exit. On x86-64, fastcalls avoid setting up and tearing down the kernel environment (e.g. swaps) and mitigating side-channel attacks like Spectre [22], Meltdown, and Microarchitectural Data Sampling [45]. Fastcalls also avoid storing and restoring general purpose registers, the system call table lookup, and consistency checks which are unnecessary for the fastcall environment.

4 EVALUATION

To demonstrate that a fastcall space can be implemented efficiently using available CPU features, we conduct two sets of microbenchmarks with the fastcall mechanism described in Section 3. First, we compare the overhead of fastcalls for executing privileged functions to the overhead of alternative implementations. Second, we measure the overhead our fastcall implementation imposes on existing Linux infrastructure, namely process creation.

The fastest way to implement a kernel-supplied function is the vDSO library that is mapped into each user application [9]. Effectively being normal function calls without any mode transitions, vDSO functions serve as a lower bound for the overhead introduced by any of the mechanisms used in our experiments. Special-purpose system calls or ioctl-based handlers do run in privileged mode, so they serve as the main comparison point for fastcalls.

Table 1 lists the CPU models we conducted our experiments on. The selection covers the ISAs prevalent in today’s data centers; Intel/AMD x86-64 and ARM aarch64. For the benchmarks on ARM we ported our fastcall framework to that architecture. We used a Linux kernel of version 5.11 for all experiments and, if needed, modified it to support fastcalls. However, to prevent the in-kernel fastcall implementation from influencing the results of vDSO, system calls, and ioctl, we used a vanilla kernel for these measurements. We also configured the CPUs to ensure consistent hardware conditions: Simultaneous multithreading (“Hyperthreading”) and dynamic overclocking (“Turbo Boost”) were switched off. CPU frequency and voltage scaling were disabled by selecting the “performance” CPU governor. The source code used for running the experiments described hereinafter is available online.

---

1. The source code is available at https://github.com/vilaureu/linux/tree/fastcall.

2. https://github.com/tmiemietz/fastcall-smpa
Table 1: Median latency for invoking an empty function with side channel mitigations disabled.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMD Ryzen 3700X</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1 / 3</td>
<td>26 / 87</td>
<td>46 / 159</td>
<td>61 / 207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel Xeon Platinum 8375C</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2 / 4</td>
<td>47 / 161</td>
<td>58 / 275</td>
<td>74 / 343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel Core i7-4790</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2 / -1</td>
<td>24 / 100</td>
<td>47 / 172</td>
<td>73 / 306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWS Graviton2 (Neoverse-N1)</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3 / -1</td>
<td>35 / 105</td>
<td>97 / 250</td>
<td>120 / 304</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Microbenchmarks. Table 1 shows the latency of an empty kernel-supplied function for different implementations and CPU types. Since no real work is performed in the functions, the numbers represent the overhead of the respective mechanisms. We repeated each experiment at least 10,000 times and present the median latency, both in nanoseconds (from `clock_gettime`) and CPU cycles (from `rdpmc`). To achieve the best performance possible for implementations inside kernel space (system call and `ioctl`), we fully disabled side-channel mitigations.

As expected, calling a vDSO function introduces nigh to no overhead. On recent Intel Xeon CPUs, the fastcall mechanism is able to yield a latency improvement of 19% compared to system calls and 36% compared to `ioctl` handlers, respectively. When considering older CPU models like the Intel Core i7-4790, the advantage of fastcalls increases. For the ARM Neoverse-N1, the performance gain of fastcalls is more pronounced then on x86-64, yielding speedups of 64% compared to system calls and 70% compared to `ioctl` handlers.

In conclusion, fastcalls significantly reduce the overhead of invoking privileged functions on all contemporary ISAs, making fastcalls the ideal mechanism for latency-sensitive use cases; see Section 5.

As part of our research on whether the GXF feature of Apple’s M1 cores can be used for implementing fastcalls, we also measured the overhead of the associated mode transition instruction. Our early measurements find the roundtrip latency for using the alternative privilege modes of GXF is only 69 cycles, compared to 87 cycles required for `svc/eret`, ARM’s equivalent of the `syscall/sysret` instructions. Thus, we believe that the performance of fastcalls on the ARM architecture could be reduced by another 18 cycles, if Graviton2 systems supported GXF.

Impact of Side-Channel Mitigations. As shown in Figure 5, the side-channel mitigation configuration of the kernel has a significant impact on the efficiency of the methods for implementing privileged OS functions. Particularly with older CPU models like the Intel Core i7-4790, enabling mitigations incurs a significant performance penalty for entering and leaving the kernel due to, for example, KPTI which causes additional address space switches in this situation. Here, fastcalls have a distinct latency advantage whenever the content of the privileged functions does not need to be secret.

For newer CPU models that have built-in mitigations for some side-channel attacks, the latency advantage of the fastcall mechanism with mitigations is less pronounced than on older CPU models.

However, as Figure 5 shows, when all side-channel countermeasures are in effect, the latency of an empty fastcall is still 33% lower than that of an equivalent system call.

Note, that while post-Meltdown processors do not show a significant performance degradation when enabling side-channel mitigations in the kernel, crossing the `syscall` barrier incurs a higher latency penalty in general. We believe CPU vendors should additionally offer a privilege transition instruction without side-channel mitigations. Programmers can then choose a tradeoff between security and latency that is appropriate for a specific use case.

Overhead of the Fastcall Mechanism. The implementation of fastcalls demands for several changes in other kernel subsystems like the memory management or the `fork` handler. Hence, we need to make sure that introducing fastcalls does not adversely affect the performance of other features, e.g. by requiring additional memory manipulation during `fork`. Figure 6 shows the impact of fastcalls on the performance of `fork`. If a process has no fastcalls registered, the time for `fork` is almost unchanged by introducing the fastcall feature to the kernel (“Without Registrations”). When there are fastcalls registered, the overhead for `fork` increases (“With Registrations”) because the memory mappings involved in the fastcall mechanism have to be reset when spawning a new process.

The green bars in Figure 6 show the overhead caused by calling `fork` from a process with 100 fastcalls registered, each using two private memory pages. Also note, that the mitigation settings have no significant impact on the `fork` performance.

Figure 5: Performance comparison of empty system calls with different mitigation configurations. Note, that the performance of vDSO calls does not change with different mitigation settings and is equal to the results presented in Table 1.
Fig. 6: Overhead of the fastcall framework on the fork operation (CPU: AMD Ryzen 3700X)

**Applicability Considerations.** Fastcalls are designed to improve performance in comparison to system calls. If the overhead of a system call is negligible due to the long runtime of the operation performed, there is no need for fastcalls. For example, assume an overhead \( O \leq 5\% \) to be negligible, a system call overhead with default mitigations \( o_s = 355 \text{ ns} \), and a fastcall overhead \( o_f = 24 \text{ ns} \) (corresponding to the Intel Core i7 in Figure 5). The total runtime of an invocation is \( T = t + o \), where \( t \) is the time spent on the operation itself and the overhead \( o \) is either \( o_s \) or \( o_f \). A fastcall is beneficial if the overhead of a system call is not negligible:

\[
\frac{o_s}{T} = \frac{o_s}{o_s + t} > O
\]

Solving for \( t \), we get that the operation must not take more than 6.745 ns for fastcalls to offer a tangible benefit. If we additionally require the fastcall overhead to be negligible, the operation should take at least 456 ns. This lower limit is not a hard limit, but rather an indication that another solution, possibly a hardware-based one, can offer significantly better performance. To put these numbers into perspective, a high-end InfiniBand NIC provides back-to-back latency as low as 600 ns [36]. We believe this small example shows that few other microsecond-scale techniques can offer performance advantages over fastcalls.

5 USE CASES FOR FASTCALLS

We envision a framework for low-overhead execution of tailored OS functions that will cater to a variety of use cases. This section outlines the most promising ones.

**Enforcing Network Policies.** Consider a situation where the OS passes an Ethernet device to an application but wants to limit the egress traffic to a specific IP address. Normally, the OS must rely on hardware capabilities to enforce such policies, which often are not fine-grained enough. We propose to map the device’s MMIO region into fastcall space and wrap the corresponding send function (ibv_post_send for RDMA and rte_eth_tx_burst for DPDK) with a fastcall. This way, the application can only send a packet by invoking the fastcall, and the corresponding wrapper will impose the checks required by the OS.

**Fine-grained Access Control for NVM.** Current CPUs offer memory protection only at the level of memory pages that are typically several kilobyte in size. Thus, applications cannot be granted direct access to a page without exposing all of its content. With NVM, however, this may become a problem. On the one hand, data structures protected by the OS should be packed densely to save persistent storage space. On the other hand, funnelling all application accesses to such in-memory data structures through the system call interface lowers performance [32]. We envision fastcalls as a means for implementing secure and efficient access to fine-grained data structures located in NVM.

**Fast Event Notification.** The fastest way to receive event notifications is to busy poll on the corresponding event notification queue. Unfortunately, this method wastes energy and CPU time. Therefore, in many cases, the application requests the kernel to deliver event notifications; a mechanism that incurs significant latency overhead.

Fastcalls are able to improve wake-up times without resorting to busy polling by using the privileged `monitor/mwait` instructions. For an initial experiment, we adapted OpenMPI [10] to use fastcalls wrapping these instructions for node-local synchronisation. The performance is comparable to the regular polling mode: Across the NPB benchmark suite [34] we found a median overhead of 0.6% for the fastcall-based `monitor/mwait` mechanism.

This experiment strengthens our conviction that fastcalls are applicable in real-world scenarios and that they are easier to deploy than custom system calls. We plan to integrate this functionality into `libevent` [35], which will allow us to study the impact on a multitude of applications.

**Augmenting Specialization.** Fastcalls are installed on demand and can be parameterized for each specific instantiation. This property allows them to serve as an efficient implementation vehicle for OS specialization frameworks such as the Synthetix operating system [40]. By reducing the overhead for entering and exiting privileged CPU modes, fastcalls could also further speed up kernel software layer bypassing solutions like netmap [41]. For specialization, we envision fastcalls to be used together with modern approaches like JIT-compilation and a flexible infrastructure that allows for exposing arbitrary privileged operations through fastcalls.

6 RELATED WORK

This section puts the fastcall framework in the context of other works that try to reduce the cost of isolation mechanisms residing on the critical path of high-performance applications. These approaches either try to make transitions between isolation domains cheaper or to remove isolation boundaries altogether. Previous works already attempted to solve problems similar to ours. Unfortunately, they either turned out to be slow [25], were insecure [46], or relied on not-yet-existent hardware extensions [32]. We believe that fastcalls are able to solve all of the aforementioned shortcomings.

**Removing Isolation Boundaries.** An I/O-bound application can improve its performance by having direct access to the underlying device, thus removing the need to switch between kernel and user space. Referred to as kernel-bypassing, such architectures exist for networking [16, 27] as well as for storage devices [21, 48].

To achieve the best performance attainable, it is not enough just to pass a device to the application, one also needs an efficient API to access that device. This observation has been reflected in dataplane OS [4, 37, 49] and LibOS [7, 26, 30] architectures. Single-address-space systems completely avoid CPU-enforced isolation. Instead, these systems rely on language features and runtime checks to
achieve isolation between different applications [23, 33] or software modules [47]. Our approach brings novelty to the existing architectures by maintaining the isolation boundary but making it as thin as it is technically possible.

**Fast Transition Mechanisms.** The reduction of mode transition latency can be addressed at a CPU-microarchitectural level, e.g. by providing faster instructions [13, 17, 31]. For example, Intel’s discontinued Itanium architecture provided promotion pages, that are executable-only for user applications. Code inside these page can trigger a fast transition to privileged mode [18, Section 4]. In the most extreme case, the transition cost can be reduced to almost zero, as in case with vDSO [9]. As a disadvantage, vDSO offers only very limited functionality. Asynchronous system call mechanisms [3, 11, 43] and io_uring in asynchronous mode [5] also allow to reduce the transition latency but, in exchange, induce higher CPU utilization.

Simurgh [32] proposes an ISA extension for the x86 architecture that allows to mark kernel-level pages as execute protected. Invoking a special instruction (jmpp) causes the CPU to jump to an execute-protected page while simultaneously switching to privileged CPU mode. This way, the OS exposes a set of privileged functions to a user process through an execute-protected page. In contrast to Simurgh, the fastcall mechanism is available on standard CPUs today.

**Critical path interposition.** Traditionally, an external I/O-request (e.g. some request received over the network) will first be processed inside the kernel and then be passed to the user-space application, causing a context switch. The response will require a similar path. Multiple methods employed eBPF [8] to offload simple request processing routines from the user application into the storage [50], network [12], or scheduling [15] subsystems of the Linux kernel. This way, many context switches can be completely eliminated.

Both fastcalls and eBPF functions insert code snippets into the kernel, their purpose is vastly different however. Whereas eBPF programs effectively shift application code into the kernel, fastcalls are primarily designed for leveraging the efficient and secure deployment of kernel components in user space, thus reducing the amount of code running in privileged mode. Fastcalls thus aim at fostering an OS design closer to that of microkernels and exokernels. In the context of kernel-bypass architectures the OS may want to achieve similar interposition, without impairing application performance. For that, the OS can employ SmartNICs [6, 42], programmable SSDs [24], or programmable switches [2] to filter, schedule, or process user application requests transparently. In contrast to interposition methods using smart hardware, fastcalls do not require custom extensions of I/O devices.

**7 CONCLUSION**

We built this paper on the observation that current mechanisms for the transition from applications to kernel code can become a performance bottleneck in modern systems. We propose the fastcall framework for enabling operating systems to protect security-critical resources like kernel or device memory from arbitrary access by applications. Fastcalls reduce the overhead for calling privileged functions to the bare minimum and thus yield better performance properties than traditional system calls. We implemented a prototype version of the fastcall framework and conducted microbenchmarks that showed latency improvements of up to 15× compared to system calls of a vanilla Linux kernel. Even though fastcalls offer a limited execution environment that only allows for running simple code snippets, they may be used to implement secure, fast, and CPU-efficient device accesses as well as to give applications protected access to privileged CPU instructions.
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